
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CBH response in relation to submissions on ACCC’s draft decision 

regarding the proposed variation to 2011 Port Terminal Services 

Undertaking (Undertaking)  

 
CBH is pleased to respond to submissions received by the ACCC on ACCC’s 

draft decision regarding the proposed variation to the Undertaking, in particular in 

relation to the proposed buy-back system. 

 

The ACCC has only received three submissions.  Two of the submissions appear 

to be supportive (one totally) of the proposed buy-back clause.  The third 

advocates a rejection of the proposed buy-back clause but does not set out any 

valid reasons or justifications for the concerns. 

 

CBH sets out specific comments in response to the submissions received below. 

 

 Cargill Australia Limited – submission dated 17 July 2013 

 

CBH is pleased that Cargill is supportive of the buy-back clause.   

 

As set out above, this reflects the significant efforts that CBH has made in 

consulting with industry participants and considering the precise workings of the 

proposed buy-back system. 

 

In respect to the two small changes requested by Cargill, CBH responds as 

follows: 

 

(i) Removal of “capital works’ as a reason for the buy-back: 

 

Whilst CBH endeavours to plan capital works plans in advance, due to the 

seasonal nature of the business, the works may often be brought forward or 

put back depending on the relevant circumstances (for instance, if 

conditions suggest a large harvest, capital works may well be brought 

forward to accommodate).  On that basis, CBH submits that the inclusion 

of “capital works” is a valid reason for potentially invoking the process 

that satisfies the ACCC and market requirement for transparency. 

 

(ii) Time period for Customers to respond 

 

The reason for CBH invoking this clause and acquiring allocated capacity 

will often be time critical (for instance, where there is congestion issues 

that need to be rectified).  This dictates the need for CBH to obtain a 



   

prompt response from Customers.  CBH regards a time period of 3 

business days for a response as excessive, however, would be willing to 

extend the minimum time period for provision of a response from 1 

business to 2 business days as per revised drafting to clause 1.1(d) below: 

 
“a Customer will have the greater of 2 business days and the closing date 

specified in the Allocated Capacity Proposal….  [in which to respond]” 

 

 

 WAFF – submission dated 17 July 2017 

 

CBH is pleased that WAFF is supportive of the buy-back clause.   

 

 Emerald Grain - submission dated 17 July 2013 

 

CBH refers to its previous response to Emerald’s submissions on the proposed 

amendments to the Undertaking.  As with Emerald’s previous submissions, 

Emerald appears to misunderstand or ignore the reason for the buy-back 

amendments and instead uses broad adjectives to describe the process.  The claims 

that “CBH Trading and friends” have the potential to distort the market have no 

substance and are statements which are not backed up by any valid reasoning.  If 

the relevant criteria for implementing the clause are satisfied as a first step, and by 

offering the opportunity to all customers with capacity in the slot, there is little to 

no potential to distort the market or discriminate in any way.  In any event, CBH is 

bound by the Undertaking and must ensure the buy-back process is not conducted 

in a way which would be inconsistent with clause 6 (Non-discriminatory access) 

and clause 10.8 (No-Hindering) of the Undertaking.   

 

In respect to the specific drafting amendments to clause 1.1(a), the proposed 

clause would be rendered ineffective if it unduly restricted CBH in this manner.  

CBH agrees that the reasons for implementing the process need to be transparent 

and prescriptive and has expressly agreed to identify the reasoning for the 

buyback. Emerald’s suggestion to specifically limit the operation to an objective 

assessment of impact on rail services, closure of Port Terminal Facility due 

mechanical breakdown and closure of Port Terminal Facility due to Port Authority 

direction is impractical and unnecessarily narrows the application of the clause.   

 

 Emerald have also proposed removing clause 1.1(g) (ability for CBH to increase 

or decrease the consideration offered to Customers where more than one has 

accepted in the first round).  The clause applies to second round proposals only 

and provides for a potential increase in consideration if demand is low and a 

potential decrease in consideration (to avoid pro-rating) where demand is high.  In 

either case, CBH would ensure the relevant increase or decrease would not be 

inconsistent with clause 6 (Non-discriminatory access) and clause 10.8 (No-

Hindering) of the Undertaking.   

 

In summary, CBH submits that Emerald’s allegations and statements are ill-

defined and unrealistic hypothetical concerns and the ACCC should place no 

weight on them in considering the merits of the proposed clause.   

 
 

 


